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Importantly, either party is therefore exposed to the credit quality of its counterparty and is interested in
protecting itself in an event of default. Here I have tried to explain some of the important issues involved in
disasters related to derivatives. While the fact is For example, a Japanese investor in U. Loss arose due to large
exposure to the Japanese futures market 4. Collateralized mortgage obligations are commingled with reported
transactions in long-term debt securities. Data on purchases and sales of warrants and options are not
separately reported but are commingled with purchases and sales of long-term securities. In this example, the
market or cash value of the derivative contract is determined by calculating the present value of all expected
future cash flows interest payments under the contract. The notional value, in this example, is the value of the
stock on which the option has been written. The limited information on derivatives transactions presently
available is inadequate for BEA's purposes of estimating corresponding balance-of-payments transactions. The
first commodity futures exchange was set up in in Mumbai under the aegis of Bombay Cotton Traders
Association Dr. Zaveri had a position close to Rs. In the United States, both the accounting standards
authorities and federal regulatory agencies have taken great interest in these instruments. Of course, this
allows the individual or institution the benefit of holding the asset, while reducing the risk that the future
selling price will deviate unexpectedly from the market's current assessment of the future value of the asset.
High Liquidity in the The daily average traded volume in Indian capital market underlying today is around
crores. According to the Bank for International Settlements , who first surveyed OTC derivatives in , [30]
reported that the " gross market value , which represent the cost of replacing all open contracts at the
prevailing market prices, Derivatives can be used either for risk management i. Even today, complex strategies
of options are being traded in many exchanges which are called teji- mandi, jota-phatak, bhav-bhav at
different places in India Vohra and Bagari, In that sense, the derivatives are not new to India and are also
currently prevalent in various markets including equities markets. Derivatives in commodities markets have a
long history. In commodity markets, there is no resistance from the users or market participants to trade in
commodity futures or foreign exchange markets. Derivatives are more common in the modern era, but their
origins trace back several centuries. Speculators look to buy an asset in the future at a low price according to a
derivative contract when the future market price is high, or to sell an asset in the future at a high price
according to a derivative contract when the future market price is less.


